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Hi, my name is Tod and welcome to the American Sign Museum!

You can use this activity book to learn more about signs, art, and science or just have fun exploring the Museum.

Thanks for visiting!
Find the Hidden Words

NEON  GAS
ARGON  SMALT
TUBE  PLASTIC
SIGN  LIGHTBULB
RETRO  SHOWCARD
Can you help Fergi make it to the finish line?

Start!

Finish!
Scavenger Hunt

Can you find each of these signs in the museum? Put a check mark in the box next to it after you find it.

1. [Image of sign with the letter R]
2. [Image of film processing sign]
3. [Image of top hat]
4. [Image of Purina Chows sign]
5. [Image of cartoon goat]
6. [Image of winged shoe]
Draw the image you see in the top box, square by square, into the bottom box.
Color and add different signs to this storefront to make it your own!
Use the numbers to color in the showcard

Color Key:

1 - Yellow  
2 - Green  
3 - Blue  
4 - Pink  
5 - Brown  
6 - Orange  
7 - Grey  
8 - Black  
9 - White  
10 - Red

John Wayne in Three Girls Lost
WORD SCRAMBLE

OLDG ALEF
BUTE BEEDNR
KLINB
SGNI EAPINRT
SHTILG
IGRTHB
USMUEM
APRIONELC
SASGL
LEMTA
Connect the Dots!

REGAL
Use the following blank pages to color whatever you want!